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INTRODUCTION 

This work was designed in 2007 but abandoned for the same reason that today it is resumed. Determinant 

for the interruption was the disappointment with the discovery that the global database of paleopoles (the 

GPMDB) started by Van der Voo and McElhinny (Van der Voo & McElhinny, 1989; but with precursors such 

as: Piper, 1988; Westphal, 1989 ), continued by McElhinny and Lock (McElhinny & Lock, 1990; Lock & 

McElhinny, 1991), and later by Pisarevsky (Pisarevsky & McElhinny, 2003, Pisarevsky, 2005), had been 

suspended by the latter in 2005 due to failure renewal of the disbursement of funding dedicated to the 

project by the academic institutions involved. Today it is judged that being able to reach any original 

results, however based on those incomplete data, could be an encouragement to the recovery of the 

enrichment of the GPMDB with the addition of data produced from 2004 to 2018 and beyond. 

This first "craft" product, built using the latest existing version (end of 2004) of the GPMDB, may seem like a 

sequence of film frames. But a real film has at least two temporal durations: the duration of the story that 

the film tells and the duration of the film. Neither time is applicable to this sequence: the duration of its 

history is zero, and the duration of the sequence is a decision left to the observer. 

The time of the sequence is fixed at the end of the Triassic (about 200 Ma ago) and the main reason for 

which it was built is to show how the mutual arrangement of the continents changes as the Earth's radius 

changes. The epoch is one in which, in the concept of the expanding Earth (contrary to the plate tectonics 

concept) it is supposed that the ocean basins are not yet open and only epicontinental seas are present. So 

the first photogram (radius 3670 Km) shows how the solution of the plate tectonics present vast oceans of 

the Triassic age, about two thirds of the Earth's lithosphere, which would all have been (with an improbable 

precision mechanism) subduced, leaving space to all younger ocean floor. Another implausible coincidence: 

the maximum age of the first seafloor created in the Atlantic is equal to the age of the last seafloor in 

subduction in the Pacific: the Jurassic. Instead, it would be more natural to think that the Jurassic is the 

opening time for all the oceans, including the Pacific.  

The reconstructions were all performed with a FORTRAN software (Sagnotti et al., 1993; Florindo et al., 

1994; Scalera, 1995) bringing the Fisher average of the palaeopoles (Fisher, 1953) of each continent 

overlapping (or possibly very near to) the north pole of the geographic reticulum. This was performed for 

all the intermediate "frames" between the first (plate tectonics and current radius) and the last (terrestrial 

expansion and radii between 3600 km and 3000 km). For the African continent and the South American one 

at minimum radii a single paleopole has been traced, as it is explained in the discussion below. The 0° 

meridian has always been conventionally brought to the modern location of the city of London, Greenwich. 

The adopted radiuses were: 6370, 6000, 5600, 5200, 4800, 4400, 4000, 3600, 3200, 3000 Km. The ten 

reconstructions have the dual purpose: 1) to show how the mutual position of the continents changes with 

each decrease of the radius, going to constitute a further boundary condition for the subsequent 

reconstruction with even smaller radius; 2) to be able to help the choice of the radius to be attributed to 

the Earth of Upper Triassic. Fig. 1 shows 9 reconstructions with the exclusion of the one with a radius of 

3000 Km. 



 

 

 

FIG. 1 - The figure shows 9 of the 10 paleogeographic reconstructions realized for the Upper Triassic period. Only for 

the first reconstruction (at a radius of 6370 Km) and for the last (at 3200 Km) paleopoles as Fisher's media (except 

for Africa and South America for which the only pole available in the GPMDB is traced at 3200 Km radius) are 

shown. See text and figure 2 for explanations and details. The beige color delimits the Palaeozoic shields. 

 



DISCUSSION 

The most important things that can be noticed concerning the sequence of globes are: 

● i) At the lowest terrestrial radiuses (from 4000 to 3000 Km) Africa tends to extend more and more 

towards the South Pole, eventually reaching it with its Atlantic margin. In doing this it appears to wedge 

itself to the south of Antarctica and its Paleozoic shield with an unavoidable overlap. This indicates how 

Africa must have suffered from the Triassic until Recent the action of repeated rifting analogous to the 

current Ethiopian Rift, which has increased its longitudinal extension by about a thousand kilometres. The 

Earth’s expansion idea has therefore a predictive value. 

The African poles of the Upper Triassic seem to be better grouped on a radius of 6370 Km than on a radius 

of 3600-3200-3000 Km (see Fig.2 above), but this does not mean at all the refutation of the terrestrial 

expansion. On the other hand, it means once again that it must be taken into account – in the 

paleogeographic reconstructions – of considerable extensions of the surface of the continents, in this case 

latitudinal extensions. The same best grouping of the poles at the current radius occurs for South America 

(Fig.2 below) and consequently a similar extensive process must have occurred for this last continent. In 

fact, Africa and South America were in contact until the beginning of the Cretaceous period, making one or 

more common distensional events hypothesized, as witnessed by the Jurassic oceanic bands (Larson et al., 

1985; Roeser & Rilat, 1982), juxtaposed to East Africa, fragmented in typical way (Fig.2, top,  bottom; in 

blue), by the presence of traps of volcanic emissions in South Africa (Karoo) and in South America (Paranà) 

and their relationship with the ocean chains of Walvis and Rio Grande, and with large alignments of 

kimberlitic extrusions in southern Africa. All these structures and distensional events still testify the 

predictive value of expansive theory. 

● ii) Antarctica and Australia, always in contact, as the Earth's radius decreases are found to be tight 

between Africa and the Americas. Finally Australia, at the minimum radiuses, is in a position that satisfies 

what was observed in my work on the conformities in the Pacific (Scalera, 1993). In fact, it is simultaneously 

juxtaposed with its modern eastern edge to South America, and with New Guinea overlaid with the 

Californian region. This constitutes a satisfying of two important boundary conditions that in the case of 

falsity of the theory of expanding Earth would be only an unlikely double coincidence in respect also of the 

paleomagnetic data. It does not mean, however, that the reasons and the processes that have conserved 

memory of these conformities in the depths of the Earth for 200 million years have been understood. 

 

● iii) Asia is the continent that more than others has suffered the insertion of a large amount of so-called 

juvenile terranes. This peculiar aspect of it is not explained in the the plate tectonics scheme. The 

reconstructions carried out here show that this, in expanding Earth, is a necessity. In fact, Asia in lesser 

radius reconstructions must necessarily have a smaller extension area, which during the course of the 

Mesozoic, and later up to the Recent, has greatly expanded with the insertion of numerous juvenile bands. 

Also in this case the expanding Earth scheme has a predictive value. 

● iv) The Siberian Palaeozoic shield must also have carried out rototranslations which from a position in the 

Upper Triassic closest to Europe and its shield, have moved it to its current position. This has a link with the 

previous point iii) and is again in favor of the predictive value of Earth expansion. 

 

 



 

                         

 

FIG. 2 - At the top of the figure the Late-Triassic paleopoles of Africa are shown. We see that the group of 

paleopoles is more compact (with a small circle of the average of Fisher, in yellow) when traced to the current 

radius, and less compact (Fisher's average radius about 20°) on a radius of 3200 km. From the group is far a 

paleopole whose sampling site is located in the southern part of Africa near a branch of the African Rift that runs 

locally with azimuth near 45°. At the bottom of the figure we can see that the same departure towards the South 

takes place for two paleopoles of the same age of South America, with sampling site in the southern part of the 

continent, when traced on a globe of radius 3200 Km. To a superficial judgment this would constitute a proof of the 

unsustainability of the idea of terrestrial expansion. But at the top of the picture we can see that Africa is flanked to 

the east by Jurassic lands. This strip of seafloor (in blue) is fragmented along the meridians in two areas: the first to 

the north by the expansion of the Red Sea, and further south by the insertion of Cretaceous seafloor. The 

isochrones show the progressive opening of the seafloor nearly perpendicular to the coasts of the eastern Africa, 

from the Lower Jurassic to part of the Cretaceous. The same process of rifting must be assumed to have occurred 

within the African continent with progressive shift of the southern paleopole site to the South. Africa and South 

America have been in contact until the end of Jurassic and the African distension process has also affected the near 

South American continent. The opening and enlargement of the Nazca plate further contributed to this process 

which stretched the South America toward south. 

 

 

 



● v) Greenland has been translated from its usual position in Pangea depicted in the first reconstruction at 

the current radius of 6370 Km, in a position with its southern tip closer to Africa. This was done for two 

reasons: the first was to bring the paleopole of Greenland closer to the group of paleopoles of the other 

continents, from which it departed too much if the fragment had been kept in the classical position. It is 

obvious that this purpose should be abandoned in the case of new poles that were added to the only 

reliable one available for the Triassic in the used catalogue, and if these new poles were closer than the old 

one to the main group. The second reason was that in so doing Europe and its offshoot of the Iberian 

peninsula always fall, in reconstructions, overlapped with mobile orogenetic zones and not "shields" of the 

African continent. Finally, the left handed transcurrent movement between Africa and Europe – necessary 

to account for the opening of the Atlantic Jurassic seafloor – could justify the rotation of the Iberian 

peninsula, which cannot be explained in the plate theory. 

● vi) Also Europe, North America, Australia and Antarctica must have increased their surface areas – with 

various amounts – from the Triassic to the Recent. 

● vii) India has been plotted both in the position expected in the Pangaea of the plate tectonics (with its 

average paleopole hypothesized as being the North), and in a position with its antipole (South) facing north. 

In reconstructions with smaller radii we can see that this last position, with the Indian east coast facing 

Asia, becomes necessary, and constitutes a revision of the position assigned to India in a previous work 

(Scalera, 2001). This east Indian coast was to be part of the shores of an ancient Mediterranean whose 

vestiges are today the Black Sea, the Caspian, the Aral. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We need to underline what seems to reappear as a leitmotif in this work: the importance – alongside the 

expansion of the ocean floor – of the need that even the continents have expanded on the surface along 

bands now more difficult to identify with respect to the more easily recognizable evidence of midoceanic 

ridges and parallel and symmetrical magnetic anomalies of the seafloor. Both plate tectonics and expanding 

Earth have used  the continents with their current profiles in the reconstructions of Pangaea (with the more 

unique but rare exception in which they were slightly corrected for the African rift, and a facility introduced 

in 2018 by Gurnis et al. in a well-known software of plate tectonics), while this seems to have to be 

excluded with certainty in these reconstructions assisted by paleopoles. The continents should be strongly 

deformed from one period to the next. 

It would therefore be necessary to develop this type of evolutionary view of the Earth's surface with 

greater completeness, having also larger databases of higher quality available. For example, a denser 

latitudinal paleomagnetic sampling of Africa could allow or help the more accurate recognition of the 

continent's deformation bands over geological time. Same for South America. A resumption of data 

provision to the great GPMDB catalogue would be highly desirable. 

For the stated premises, this work must be considered provisional, incomplete and without definitive 

conclusions. The latter can perhaps be formulated by repeating these reconstructions and by carrying out 

reconstructions for subsequent times (Jurassic, Cretaceous, etc.) and earlier (Palaeozoic, Achaean), in the 

presence, hopefully, of the paleomagnetic data of the last 15 years. But it must be considered very 

important the fact of the presence of strong clues of curvature effects due to an expanding Earth (see point 

i) in the discussion) in the plotting of paleopoles data of Africa and South America.  



 

NOTE 

This is the translation, with addictions and improvements, of the extended abstract submitted to the Proceedings of 

the Annual Meeting of GNGTS (Gruppo Nazionale di Geofisica della Terra Solida – National Group of Solid Earth 

Geophysics) held in Bologna, November 19-21 2018 
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